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Abstract: In linguistics morphological derivational is the process of the generation new words from a stem or root.
There are a number of methods of word formation such as derivation, compounding, blending in Grammar of the
particular language to forming new words from an existing root word by adding prefix, suffix or infix. Sanskrit is
morphologically very rich language. There are two types of Sanskrit morphology Nominal and Verbal. Therefore,
unlimited numbers of forms can be generated from a single root or stem. Learning of derivational process of Sanskrit is
challenging and essential to understand the text. Morphological derivation process is generally teaching in all Indian
university offering Sanskrit courses at Under Graduate (UG) and Post Graduate (PG) level. Information Technology
(IT) has fundamentally changed the methods of teaching and learning. E-learning is playing very important role in
classroom teaching and boosting teaching and learning process. Objective of the paper is to demonstrate online tools for
automatic derivational process for Sanskrit morphology based on Pāṇinian Aṣṭādhyāyi (AD) rules described in
Siddhāntkaumudī (SK) by Bhaṭṭoji Dīkṣita. Tools are able to generate and compile whole derivational process
automatically using combining rule and example based hybrid approach based on Pāṇinian AD. System accepts
Sanskrit word in Devanagari UTF-8 Unicode and produces the recognition, analysis and derivational process based on
rules developed and stored in the database. The system is available online at http://cl.sanskrit.du.ac.in.
Keywords — Sanskrit Derivational Process, Sanskrit Morphology, E-learning tools for Sanskrit, Innovative Learning,
Online Learning, Word Formation Process etc.

I. INTRODUCTION
The paper is divided in to five sections. Section one
introduces the paper, section two describe the review of
literature in the field, section three talk about the materials
and methods used in the research. The section four talk
about the features and components of the system. Section
five discussed the result and discussion.
Sanskrit is considered one of the oldest language in the
world, with a continuous production of literature in all ﬁelds
of human attempt over the development of four millennia.
Sanskrit has very powerful linguistics tradition is proposed
and compiled by Pāṇini in AD [1] around the fourth century
B.C.E. There are huge number of commentaries were
written on AD. SK [2] is a notable Sanskrit commentary by
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Bhaṭṭoji Dīkṣita around early 17th century on the AD and is
believed to be more popular than Pāṇini’s AD. It is a
rearrangement of the AD’s sutras under proper heads and as
per the word formation process needs. It also offers
description that is orderly and easy to follow and learn the
Sanskrit Grammar. In SK the sutras of AD are arranged in
such manners that deals with the all parts of Sanskrit
Grammar e.g. rules of interpretation, sandhis, declensions,
formation of feminine, case endings, compounds, secondary
derivations, conjugation, primary suffixes, Vedic grammar
and accents etc.
Sanskrit grammar based on laghusiddhāntkaumudī (LSK)
by Varadarāj [3] and SK are being taught in all universities
offering Sanskrit courses at UG and PG level. Learning the
derivational process of Sanskrit morphology is very
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complicated and challenging task. Information Technology
(IT) has fundamentally changed the methods of teaching
and learning. In the age of IT everything is transforming
into Digital. Everyone wants to access information over the
computer and smart phones via Internet. The development
E-learning tools for Sanskrit are very essential and demand
of the age. E-learning education research and development
now focuses on the inclusion of new technological features
and the exploration of software standards [4]. With the
development of the Internet, online learning has attracted
the attention of educators. Fundamentally, E-learning is an
alternative way to teach and learn the various course
contents [5]. Web based teaching over the Internet using
computer or a smart phone has completely transformed the
teaching model. Computer is the possible liberators of the
teaching and learning system because it can be used to
personalize teaching and learning. It may design for
learning according to knowledge and requirements and
record the achieved improvement [4].

are derived by inflecting the stems with suffixes. Nominal
morphology can be primary forms (kṛdanta) and secondary
forms (taddhitānta), compounds (samāsa), feminine forms
(strīpratyayānta) etc. According to Pāṇini, there are 21
nominal suffixes (seven vibhaktis and combination of three
numbers = 21), which are attached to the nominal bases
called prātipadika according to syntactic category, gender
and ending of the character of the base word [7]. Sanskrit
nominal forms are very complex [1]. Verbal morphology
contains all verbal forms. It can be primary derived from
approximately 2014 verb roots with 18 suffixes in 10
lakāras and 3 numbers. There verb roots classified in 10
groups (gaṇas) based on the structure of the particular verb
forms. The verb roots can also have 12 secondary
(sanādyanta) derivational suffixes [1, 8]. A single verb root
may have approximately unlimited numbers of forms may
be generated based on tense, aspect, number, addition of
prefixes (upasargas) etc.
The main objective of this paper is to demonstrate
developed system for automatic derivational process for
Sanskrit morphology.

II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE
There are no enough advancement has been done in this
field of building useful E-learning tools in higher education
in Sanskrit language. Now due to advancement of
technology there are huge demands of the online tools and
field has become more applied and researchers are
becoming more interested in E-learning focusing in higher
education. Due to increasing demand of the information
technology the quality in traditional teaching in the field of
education is being supported by the E-learning.

Fig. 1 Architecture of the system and methodology of Nominal
Derivational Process

It is a primary effort towards developing computational
tools for Sanskrit grammar teaching in higher education.
Part of this initiative a collection of online tools for
automatic derivational process in Sanskrit language based
on AD rules described in SK is demonstrated in this paper.
Tools include Sanskrit Derivational (rūpa siddhi prakriyā)
process of Nominal (subanta) and Verbal (tiṅanta)
Morphology. The tools have been developed and tested
with good accuracy. As the developed system is based on
Pāṇinian AD therefore the accuracy of the system is good.
It is also using by the Sanskrit students and teachers for
classroom teaching and learning derivational process of
Sanskrit. The system is also very useful for self-teaching,
learning and practicing derivational process of Sanskrit
noun and verb forms.
In Sanskrit there are two types of morphological category
nominal (subanta) and verbal (tiṅanta) [6-7]. These forms
233 | IJREAMV04I08044039

Fig. 2 Architecture of the system and methodology of Verb Derivational
Process

Many researchers and institutes have started working on Elearning to teaching Sanskrit language. In the field of
Computational linguistics and language technology
Jawaharlal Nehru University has started working since
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2002. They are focusing on Sanskrit language analysers [910], e-text creation and Sanskrit literature search [11],
online indexing for Sanskrit text [12], language generation
tools, multimedia based E-learning tools etc. Sanskrit
Studies, University of Hyderabad, Hyderabad has also
initiated research and development in the field [13-15]. In
the field of E-learning a system Swagatam [8] for teaching
and learning Sanskrit Grammar in Higher education based
on University of Delhi BA and MA Sanskrit syllabus is
demonstrated and available. It includes Taddhita [16] and
Sanādyanta Analyzer [17], Sanskrit Meter Information
System [18], Vedic Literature Search, Pauranic Search
System [19]. Sāṃkhya-yoga online indexing [20] and Verb
Formation System etc.
Table 1 Sample of the Rule base Nominal inflection recognizer and
analyser
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There are no system is available to produce the automatic
derivational process for Sanskrit morphology. An important
effort was taken by the Patel (21) in 2016 for Sanskrit verb
formation called tiṅanta Generator. It provides verb
formation stages and rules only, such as (vartamāne laṭ
(3.2.123): 1 - hū lamṭ) here rule number also linked after
clicking on it, rule description in Sanskrit language displays
in new tab. Verb is also linked with description of
Mādhavīyadhātuvṛttiḥ by Sāyaṇācārya, Kṣīrataraṅgiṇī by
Kṣīrasvāmī, Dhātupradīpaḥ by Maitreyarakṣita available
on
https://www.sanskritworld.in/sanskrittool/SanskritVerb/tiGa
nta.html [21].

morphology an example base (sample shown in table 2) is
used.
Web based software engineering and basic computational
linguistics methods are used to build the system.
Table 2 Sample of the Example base Nominal inflection recognizer and
analyser

Exam

Details

विहः

विह+विह_M_1.3_जस् सिे

सिे

सिव+सिव_M_1.3_जस् सिे

सिेषाम्

सिव+सिव_M_6.3_आम् सिे

विश्वे

विश्व+विश्व_M_1.3_जस् विश्वे

उभये

उभय

+उभय

_M_1.3_जस् उभये

कतरे

कतर

+कतर

_M_1.3_जस् कतरे

अन्ये

अन्य+अन्य_M_1.3_जस् अन्ये

अन्यतरे

अन्यतर+अन्यतर_M_1.3_जस् अन्यतरे

इतरे

इतर

त्िे

त्ि+त्ि_M_1.3_जस् त्िे

समे

सम +सम _M_1.3_जस् समे
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_M_1.3_जस् इतरे

1. Development a database to identify the nominal and verb
forms of suffixes of subanta and tiṅanta and lakāra and
vibhakti based on SK.
2. A Database of Pāṇinian DP.
3. A Database of Pāṇinian ganapāṭha.
4. To develop a system for subanta and verbs recognition,
analysis, and formation of nominal forms and verb forms.
5. Development of User Interface using HTML, CSS, and
JavaScript.
Table 3 Sample of the rule base verb recognizer and analyzer
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व
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III. MATERIAL AND METHODS
Automatic derivational process for Sanskrit morphology
is developed based on rules described in Pāṇinian AD and
rearranged in SK and LSK. Pāṇini’s AD, SK, LSK and
Pāṇinian Dhātupāṭha (DP) are the key text and used as
primary materials to generation of computational rules.
Based on Pāṇinian technique, Rules and Example based
hybrid approach is used for computational rules generation
and analysis. The grammar of Sanskrit is considered
universal grammar. Rules of the Pāṇinian AD are very strict
therefore computing Sanskrit language is not very
challenging task. Sanskrit is inflectional language.
Generally information of the suffixes is present in the forms.
Therefore, the identification of proper verb roots and
nominal roots are slight easy task. The separate sets of rules
(sample shown in table 1 and 3) are developed for nominal
and verbal morphological analysis and identification based
Pāṇinian methods. Where system is unable to identify the

+इतर
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Architecture of the system and research methodology can
be understood by Figure 1 and 2. Development a database
to identify the verb forms of Suffixes of tiṅanta and lakāra
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Rule_262#जस् Rule_27#जस् Rule_3193#

based on SK.

IV. MAJOR COMPONENTS OF THE
SYSTEM
There are two major systems are demonstrated in this
paper. The system recognizes, analyze and generate the
derivational process of Sanskrit nominal and verbal
inflections. System has following major components:
A. Prātipadika and Ver Recognizer and Analyzer
This module recognizes the prātipadika and verb in the
input text and gets the analysis with the help of example
database and rule database. Sample of the database is shown
table 1 and 2. Based on recognition and analysis system
generate the formation process.
B. Siddhi Generator
This is major components of the system. It generates the
complete derivational process based on recognition code
with the help of example database rule data base. It
produced rules code with the help of the rule database.
Finally rule codes get replaced with AD rules with the help
of AD database. After processing this components send the
detail result to Output generator for displaying the result.
This component depend on recognizer component. If
recognizer produce incorrect information then this
component will generate wrong process. Sample of the data
base is shown below.

Rule_156#

Rule_157#ई Rule_2527#ए Rule_0#

Sample of the Rules of Prātipadika

C. Output Generator
It generates the output in tabular format to display the
result properly on webpage. Screen shot of the web page
can be seen in Figure 3 and 4.

V. RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS
With the objective of innovation and E-learning, a web
based online system for automatic derivational process is
developed and demonstrated here. System prints the
complete derivational process of input text in form in
tabular format on the user interface as result. Table has two
columns. First for Pāṇinian rules with the function of the
rules and second for changes in stem/root and suffix due to
particular rules. Meaning of the AD rules is linked with
rules with over mouse function. The explanation of the rules
is also linked with the rules and opens in new tab after
clicking on the particular rules.
At this stage there are two system one for nominal
morphology and other verb morphology. Nominal
derivation process system only accepts Sanskrit nominal
inflections. If any user gives any verbal forms to the system
it may generate wrong information. And the verb derivation
system only able to identify verbal forms.

परस्मैपद_लँट्UO_प्रथमपुरुष_एकवचन_तिप् =
Rule_1202#VAP Rule_620#VAP Rule_621#VAP
Rule_892#VAP+लँट् Rule_150#VAP+लँट्
Rule_151#VAP+लँट् Rule_157#VAP+ल्
Rule_1210#VAP+ल्
Rule_1211#VAP+तिप्ततस्ि...मतहङ्
Rule_340#VAP+तिप्ततस्ि...मतहङ्
Rule_341#VAP+तिप्ततस्ि...मतहङ्
Rule_226#VAP+तिप्ततस्ि...मस्
Rule_342#VAP+तिप्ततस्ि...मस्
Rule_343#VAP+तिप्ततस्ि...मस्
Rule_349#VAP+तिप्ततस्ि Rule_263#VAP+तिप्
Rule_151#VAP+तिप् Rule_157#VAP+ति
Rule_1246#VAP+ति Rule_687#VAP+शप्+ति
Rule_151#VAP+शप्+ति Rule_156#VAP+शप्+ति
Rule_157#VAP+अ+ति Rule_254#VAP+अ+ति
Rule_1246#VAP+अ+ति
Rule_3481#Gunoprant+अ+ति
Rule_2518#VF््+अ+ति Rule_0#
Sample of the Rules of Verb
सिव_M_1.3 Rule_120# Rule_620# Rule_621#
Rule_1251# Rule_1252#सु जस्......
Rule_343#सु जस्...... Rule_139#सु जस्......
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Fig. 3 User Interface of Noun Derivational Process System

User may give the any input system first identify the
whether it is Sanskrit verb form or not. After successful
identification it generates derivational process with Pāṇinian
rules.
The system has major three process to generate the
formation process. First recognition of the input text,
second analysis and third formation generation. Recognition
of the input is text is very challenging task in Sanskrit in
few cases. For example रमा याम् (ramā hyām) and

रामा याम् (rāmā hyām) both have different stem and same
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suffix

first

words

(ramā+ hyām)

to

and

be

recognize

second

will

as
as

रमा+ याम्
राम+ याम्

(rāma hyām) this is very challenging to recognize in such
cases. These are limitation of the system.
Few nominal words looks like verbal forms and same few
verbal forms also looks like nominal forms. For example

भिवत (bhavati). In such cases it was tried to developed
example base to handle the problem. Till now we have not
implemented Sanskrit prefixes for verb forms.

examples, and indices (Vol. 6). Munshirm Manoharlal
Pub Pvt Limited.
[2]. Govindacharya and Sharma, L. (2015). Vyakaran
Siddhant Kaumudi. Chaukhamba Surbharti Prakashan.
[3]. Shastri, B. (2015). Laghu Siddhanta Kaumudi - Bhaimi
Vyakhya. Bhaimi Prakashan, New Delhi.
[4]. Alonso, F., López, G., Manrique, D., & Viñes, J. M.
(2005). An instructional model for web‐based
e‐learning education with a blended learning process
approach. British
Journal
of
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[6]. Chandra, S. (2010). Automatic Nominal Morphological
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Processing of Sanskrit Nominal Inflections: Methods
and Implementation. Cambridge Scholars Publishing.

Fig. 4 User Interface of Verb Derivational Process System

VI. CONCLUSIONS
Automatic Morphological Derivational Process for
Sanskrit using Rule and Example Based Hybrid Approach is
demonstrated in this paper. Authors have implemented
Pāṇinian Rules of derivation to Machine and rearranged the
AD rules. The hybrid approach used in the system is main
investigation to achieve the result. It is also clear that
implementation of Pāṇinian rules to the machine is easy
with minor modification.

VII. FUTURE PLANS
The developed system and used methodology have been
implemented and tested with the input in Devanagari
Unicode only and instruction are generated in Hindi
medium due to mostly Sanskrit is being taught in Hindi
medium in Indian universities. This methodology, schema
of the database and whole program can be easily
implemented in other medium of input with medication of
data. In future it can be converted in other medium e.g.
English, Sanskrit, Bengali, Tamil, Telugu, and Punjabi etc.
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